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Coyote Places the Stars
Ann Cameron's beloved and bestselling chapter book series about Julian, his
brother Huey, and his friend Gloria all begins right here! Julian has a big
imagination. And he is great at telling stories. He can make people—especially his
younger brother, Huey—believe just about anything. Like the story about the cats
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that come in the mail. Or the fig leaves that make you grow tall if you eat them off
the tree. But some stories can lead to a heap of trouble, and that's exactly where
Julian and Huey end up! This book has been selected as a Common Core State
Standards Text Exemplar (Grades 2–3, Stories) in Appendix B. "You have to go a
long way these days to find a book that leaves you feeling as happy as this one."
—The New York Times "There's a glow here that's hard to resist." —Booklist

Officer Buckle and Gloria
Pepita Talks Twice / Pepita habla dos veces
Special Needs, Special Horses
Coyote arranges the stars in the shapes of his animal friends

A Fine, Fine School
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in
every subject, Brain Quest Grade 3 Workbook reinforces what kids are learning in
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the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make
learning fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and
explain key concepts. Includes spelling and vocabulary, parts of speech, reading
comprehension, odds and evens, magic squares, multiplication tables, Brain Boxes,
and much more.

Harcourt trophies
Tomie dePaola?s classic (and hilarious) story of a young cave boy and his
mysterious egg. Mama Grunt sends Little Grunt out to find a dozen eggs. All he can
find is one huge egg. The egg hatches and out pops a baby dinosaur. Little Grunt
names him George. Soon George grows too big for the Grunt family cave, and poor
Little Grunt has to send him away. But when the local volcano erupts, there?s only
one dinosaur who can save the day!

Lon Po Po
Sees Behind Trees
Tells the story of Rosie, a working dog, who has the job of cheering up the people
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she visits in homes, hospitals, schools, and nursing homes

Brain Quest Workbook
Contains materials designed to aid students in understanding the stories and
lessons in grade 3 of the Trophies : Harcourt reading/language art program.

Jack and Rick
Jack and Rick want to play together, but there's a river between them and they will
have to work together to bridge it.

I Read Signs
Four kids and their sidekick, Petey the parrot, run a sometimes thriving lemonade
stand whose patrons include all kinds of wacky neighbors—even a juggler. They
create a bar graph to track the rise and fall of their lemonade sales. Illustrator
Tricia Tusa has imbued the story with her delightful sense of humor and has made
understanding bar graphs a breeze.

Alejandro's Gift
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The Acerra family had sixteen children, including twelve ball-playing boys. It was
the 1930s, and many families had lots of kids. But only one had enough to field a
baseball team . . . with three on the bench! The Acerras were the longest-playing
all-brother team in baseball history. They loved the game, but more important,
they cared for and supported each other and stayed together as a team. Nothing
life threw their way could stop them. Full of action, drama, and excitement, this
never-before-told true story is vividly brought to life by Audrey Vernick’s expert
storytelling and Steven Salerno’s stunning vintage-style art.

Nate the Great, San Francisco Detective
Thirty familiar signs fill the pages of this handsome book, and invite the viewer to
COME IN! "Right on target."--Booklist.

Dissertation Abstracts International
Knowledge of word meanings is critical to success in reading. A reader cannot fully
understand a text in which the meaning to a significant number of words is
unknown. Vocabulary knowledge has long been correlated with proficiency in
reading. Yet, national surveys of student vocabulary knowledge have
demonstrated that student growth in vocabulary has been stagnant at best. This
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volume offers new insights into vocabulary knowledge and vocabulary teaching.
Articles range from a presentation of theories of vocabulary that guide instruction
to innovative methods and approaches for teaching vocabulary. Special emphasis
is placed on teaching academic and disciplinary vocabulary that is critical to
success in content area learning. Our hope for this volume is that it may spark a
renewed interest in research into vocabulary and vocabulary instruction and move
toward making vocabulary instruction an even more integral part of all literacy and
disciplinary instruction.

The Stories Julian Tells
The Armadillo from Amarillo
A wandering armadillo sees some of the cities, historic sites, geographic features,
and wildlife of Texas.

Centerfield Ballhawk
A growing number of individuals with special needs are discovering the benefits of
therapies and activities involving horse riding. Naomi Scott, offers information
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about the amazing results possible with therapeutic riding, or hippotherapy.

Vocabulary Development
Covers reading skills, spelling skills, math skills, language arts, writing skills, and
test preparation.

Complete Curriculum, Grade 1
Newbery Medalist Jean Craighead George lovingly tells the story of three wolf
pups--from the moment they open their eyes to the time they lead the hunt. Lyrical
passages in her wolf pup diary describe how the pups tumble and play and when
they first learn to howl and talk wolk talk. Readers are reminded of the changes in
nature that are happening in the lower 48 states as they "look to the north" to
watch the wolf pups grow. Jean George's words and Lucia Washburn's breathtaking
paintings give the reader a rare glimpse of one of nature's noblest creatures: the
wolf.

Houghton Mifflin Mathematics, California Edition
Old Jiro-San sits on the beach listening to the wind, sweeping the sand with a
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broom, and waiting, always waiting. Some people think he is a little strange, but
Taro is fascinated by the old wise man and his wonderful secrets. And when JiroSan reveals that some special friends -- Japanese sea turtles that are ready to lay
their eggs -- are on their way to the beach, Taro and his sister Yuko help Jiro-San
prepare for them. Based on a true story, this charming picture book features an
endnote about sea turtles and an endorsement by the leader of Marine Turtle
Research Program at the United States National Marine Fisheries Service.

Balto and the Great Race (Totally True Adventures)
Chinatown. City within a city. Home to street cobblers and herbalists, tai chi
masters and kung fu students, outdoor fish markets and lots and lots of
restaurants. And best of all, when the Chinese New Year begins there's a New
Year's Day parade, complete with a lion dance. Young readers will be equally
fascinated by the tour of this colorful neighborhood--and by their tour guide and his
grandma who live there.

Spelling Practice Book - Grade 4
A Native American boy with a special gift to "see" beyond his poor eyesight
journeys with an old warrior to a land of mystery and beauty.
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Little Grunt and the Big Egg
This uplifting story about one man's gift to the desert and the gift he receives in
return has a powerful environmental lesson. Plus, this is the fixed format version,
which will look almost identical to the print version. Additionally for devices that
support audio, this ebook includes a read-along setting.

Good-bye, Curtis
Balto has a quiet life as a sled dog—until tragedy strikes. Dozens of children in
Nome become sick with diphtheria. Without antitoxin serum, they will perish—and
the closest supply is 650 miles away! The only way to get the serum to Nome is by
sled, but can the dogs deliver it in time? Heading bravely into a brutal blizzard,
Balto leads the race for life. A Kansas City Children’s Book Award for Grades 1–3
From the Trade Paperback edition.

A Long Walk to Water
Trophies
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Join the world’s greatest detective, Nate the Great, as he searches throughout San
Francisco to solve the mystery of the lost joke book! Perfect for beginning readers
and the Common Core, this long-running chapter book series will encourage
children to problem-solve with Nate, using logical thinking to solve mysteries! CAN
NATE SOLVE HIS FIRST OUT-OF-TOWN CASE? Nate the Great and his dog, Sludge,
are off to San Francisco! They’re going to visit Nate’s cousin Olivia Sharp, who a
detective too. But when Olivia isn’t around to solve a case, Nate must search the
city for a lost joke book. Will he find the missing book in the big city? Visit Nate the
Great and Sludge! NatetheGreatBooks.com Praise for the Nate the Great Series ★
“Kids will like Nate the Great.” —School Library Journal, Starred “A consistently
entertaining series.” —Booklist “Loose, humorous chalk and watercolor spots help
turn this beginning reader into a page-turner.” —Publishers Weekly “Nate, Sludge,
and all their friends have been delighting beginning readers for years.” —Kirkus
Reviews “They don’t come any cooler than Nate the Great.” —The Huffington Post

Rosie
One day, Mr. Keene called all the students and teachers together and said, "This is
a fine, fine school! From now on, let's have school on Saturdays too." And then
there was more. School all weekend. School on the holidays. School in the
SUMMER! What was next . . . SCHOOL AT NIGHT? So it's up to Tillie to show her
well-intentioned principal, Mr. Keene, that even though his fine, fine school is a
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wonderful place, it's not fine, fine to be there all the time.

Jacob's Ladder Reading Comprehension Program - Primary 1
The New York Times bestseller A Long Walk to Water begins as two stories, told in
alternating sections, about two eleven-year-olds in Sudan, a girl in 2008 and a boy
in 1985. The girl, Nya, is fetching water from a pond that is two hours’ walk from
her home: she makes two trips to the pond every day. The boy, Salva, becomes
one of the "lost boys" of Sudan, refugees who cover the African continent on foot
as they search for their families and for a safe place to stay. Enduring every
hardship from loneliness to attack by armed rebels to contact with killer lions and
crocodiles, Salva is a survivor, and his story goes on to intersect with Nya’s in an
astonishing and moving way.

Turtle Bay
The children at Napville Elementary School always ignore Officer Buckle's safety
tips, until a police dog named Gloria accompanies him when he gives his safety
speeches.

A Weekend with Wendell
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Baseball player Jose Mendez worries about his poor performance with the bat and
fears disappointing his father, a former ballplayer with an outstanding batting
average.

Making a New Nation, Grade 5
Examines superstorms and their potential destructiveness, including
thunderstorms, hailstone showers, tornadoes, hurricanes, and typhoons.

Windmills
Curtis has been delivering mail for forty-two years. Today is his last day. And all
the mailboxes along his route are filled with surprises. There is a drawing from
Debbie, Dennis, and Donny. There is a bottle of aftershave from the Johnsons.
There is a small, fat book from Mr. Porter. But the real surprise is at the very last
house on the very last street. There is no doubt that everyone loves Curtis!

Boom Town
After her family moves to California where her father goes to work in the gold
fields, Amanda decides to make her own fortune baking pies and she encourages
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others to provide the necessary services--from a general store to a school--that
enables her town to prosper.After her family moves to California where her father
goes to work in the gold fields, Amanda decides to make her own fortune baking
pies and she encourages others to provide the necessary services--from a general
store to a school--that enables her townto prosper.

Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears
A retelling of a traditional West African tale that reveals how the mosquito
developed its annoying habit.

Chinatown
Brothers at Bat
Wendell was spending the weekend at Sophie's house. Playing house, Wendell was
the mother, the father, and the children; Sophie was the dog. Playing bakery,
Wendell was the baker; Sophie got to be the sweet roll. Wendell shone his
flashlight in Sophie's eyes when she tried to sleep. But when he gave her a new
hairdo with shaving cream, it was the last straw, and Sophie made up a game that
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left Wendell speechless for a time -- and won the day for friendship.

Super Storms
The Jacob's Ladder Reading Comprehension Program targets reading
comprehension skills in learners by moving students through an inquiry process
from basic understanding to critical analyses of texts using a field-tested method
developed by the Center for Gifted Education at The College of William and Mary.
Students in grades K–8 will learn to comprehend and analyze any reading passage
after completing the activities in this series. The Primary 1 book, geared for
students in grades K–1, includes stories and ladder tasks carefully selected for
young children to develop oral communication and listening skills in addition to the
other ladder goals. This level provide stories focused on picture analysis, read
alouds, classics, and original works.

Look to the North
Pepita, a little girl who can converse in Spanish and English, decides not to"speak
twice" until unanticipated problems cause her to think twice about herdecision.

Trophies
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Lemonade for Sale
WINNER OF THE RANDOLPH CALDECOTT MEDAL, AWARDED TO THE ARTIST OF THE
MOST DISTINGUISHED AMERICAN PICTURE BOOK OF THE YEAR "(Young's)
command of page composition and his sensitive use of color give the book a visual
force that matches the strength of the story and stands as one of the illustrator's
best efforts." --Booklist "Absolutely splendid." -- Kirkus Reviews. "An extraordinary
and powerful book." -- Publisher's Weekly The now-classic Chinese retelling of Little
Red Riding Hood, and one of the most celebrated picture books of our time.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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